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ABSTRACT

Objective To explore clinicians’ perspectives on supporting parents’ decision-making following diagnosis of a severe congenital anomaly, and how this is shaped by current policy.

Methods This paper reports data collated as part of a larger project examining parents’ decision-making following antenatal diagnosis. The focus of this paper is the data arising from semistructured interviews conducted with 18 clinicians, with findings further supported by data generated from consultations between clinicians and parents. All interviews and consultations were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim, with analysis based on the constant comparative approach.

Results Three key themes emerged which together shape the practice of clinicians working in this area: first, the law governing termination of pregnancy (TOP) and how clinicians believe this influences the context in which decisions about whether to terminate or continue an affected pregnancy are made; second, approaches to the management of cases seen as particularly challenging; and third, how clinicians understand their role when working with parents. These themes combine to create a strong desire on the part of clinicians for parents to engage in a particular ‘rational’ form of decision-making and to be able to demonstrate the enactment of this. This is seen as important in order to ensure the ‘right’ decision has been reached and, particularly when the decision is to terminate, will withstand possible scrutiny.

Conclusions The policy context in which these decisions are made strongly shapes how clinicians practise and what they want to see from the parents with whom they work. The ways in which they seek to overcome the difficulties in interpreting the law may result in variations in the offer of late TOP, both between and within units. This may inadvertently affect the options available to women and parents with whom they work.

INTRODUCTION

Around 2%–3% of pregnancies in high-income countries are affected by a congenital anomaly. In common with many other countries, the UK offers screening that gives the potential for antenatal detection and diagnosis of some of these anomalies. This is offered via the NHS Fetal Anomaly Screening Programme (FASP), which provides screening for major anomalies where it is indicated that ‘the baby may die shortly after birth; there may be a benefit from treatment before birth; to facilitate planned delivery in an appropriate hospital/centre; and/or to optimise treatment after the baby is born and have detection rates which exceed 50%’. Targets are set for the antenatal identification of 11 selected anomalies. These are serious cardiac, anencephaly, spina bifida, exomphalos, renal agenesis, lethal skeletal dysplasia, congenital diaphragmatic hernia, trisomies 13 and 18, cleft lip and gastrochisis. Where mortality related to the condition is deemed high, as is the case for the first nine anomalies listed (FASP9), diagnosis may result in the offer of a termination of pregnancy (TOP). In England and Wales, around 70% of such pregnancies result in a termination. Nonetheless, congenital anomalies account for around 30% of neonatal and infant mortality across the UK.

The 1990 Human Fertilisation and Embryology Bill provided the latest amendment to
the 1967 Abortion Act. In England and Wales, TOP for a severe congenital anomaly is performed under Clause E of the Act, where no gestational limit exists. This is in contrast to a TOP undertaken to protect a woman’s health, which is performed under Clause C and only permitted up to 24 weeks’ completed gestation. These abortions are frequently referred to as an abortion for ‘social reasons’. To be eligible for TOP under Clause E, the anomaly must be classified as severe where there is a substantial risk for grave permanent injury or serious disability. The number of late terminations, namely those undertaken under Clause E after 24 weeks’ gestation, are relatively few, with 230 such terminations recorded by the Department of Health in 2015 across England and Wales.

Interpretation of the terms substantial and severe is essentially a clinical decision and responsibility. Where the requirements of the law are perceived as having been met, the subsequent decision to continue or terminate the affected pregnancy is made in partnership between clinicians and parents, and requires agreement of at least two doctors. Professional and legal guidance exists to support ‘good practice’ in respect to these interactions. In particular, the broader issues pertaining to non-directive counselling and informed, shared decision-making feature prominently in the literature, with the tensions and difficulties encountered by clinicians well documented. Defining the boundaries between choice and coercion by clinicians working in this field, and the subsequent ethical issues arising from these discussions, highlights the complexity of the field within which clinicians practise. However, little is known about the experiences and views of clinicians as they navigate the law and facilitate the decision-making process within this context. Existing evidence suggests a ‘hardening’ in clinicians’ assessments of what constitutes a severe anomaly, with the requirements in terms of prognosis becoming more stringent. However, a recent study examining professional views of TOP for non-lethal anomalies highlighted that despite the contentiousness of this debate within the public domain, the clinicians involved were able to negotiate a moral pathway through the issues.

This paper seeks to provide insight into clinicians’ perspectives on both supporting parents’ decision-making following diagnosis of a severe congenital anomaly, and how this is shaped by current policy. This will enable us to better determine policy to support clinicians as they care for parents. While the contextual framework in which these clinicians practise is determined by UK law and policies, the findings presented within this study go beyond the confines of a single legal framework.

METHODS

This paper reports data collected as part of a larger project examining parents’ decision-making following antenatal diagnosis of an FASP9 anomaly. A qualitative approach comprising one-to-one interviews with clinicians and parents and recordings of consultations between them was employed in order to best understand the complex reality of such decision-making. This produced detailed, contextualised descriptions of behaviour and accounts of how people made sense of the situations in which they found themselves.

Here the principal focus is data from the clinician interviews. A total of 22 clinicians were invited to participate from across four tertiary referral centres (across two hospital trusts). Sampling was purposive to represent a range of healthcare professionals, including fetal medicine consultants and midwives, specialist fetal cardiology and neurology consultants, neonatologists and others working within the fetal medicine specialty. Of the 22 approached, one declined due to imminent retirement, one withdrew due to time constraints, and two interviews were started but interrupted by clinical commitments and not ultimately used at participants’ request. The final sample of 18 participants was heterogeneous in terms of gender, with a 50/50 split; age, ranging from early 30s to late 60s; and length of time working within the fetal medicine setting, spanning from 3 to 20+ years. All fetal medicine and specialist fetal consultants employed across the four sites were interviewed and data were included in the study. Additional participants from supporting specialties were identified and selected for recruitment based on active involvement in antenatal counselling following suspicion or diagnosis of a severe congenital anomaly. Due to the sensitivity of the subject area, no further breakdown of the sample is given in order to protect the anonymity of those involved. The sample size was not predetermined. Similar themes arose within all the interviews and the analytical themes were not significantly modified after the first 10 interviews. However, in order to ensure recruitment of clinicians working within a range of supporting specialties, we continued recruitment after theoretical saturation had been achieved. Opportunities for participant checking of findings were provided throughout the analysis process.

Participant information was provided and written consent obtained. Semistructured interviews were digitally recorded, anonymised and transcribed verbatim. Participants were invited to review their transcripts. Topics covered included perspectives on TOP; national and local policies governing TOP; in particular late termination; interpretation of the law in these cases; and views on parental decision-making post diagnosis (see online supplementary file). Interviews lasted on average 1 hour, ranging between 50 min and 1 hour 40 min. All interviews were undertaken by RL. None of the researchers worked in the clinical area or had prior knowledge of the participants. Parents-to-be were recruited in the fetal medicine clinic. Following formal documentation of their consent, consultations were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Data analysis used a constant comparative-based approach, with NVivo software used to assist organisation. An inductive approach was adopted and analysis undertaken concurrently with the ongoing data
collection, thus enabling the further exploration of emergent themes. An amended one sheet of paper method was employed alongside to assist with visualisation of the data. This involved coding extracts, creating concepts and connections and finally merging them into the themes presented. Data generated from consultations provided the opportunity to contextualise and explore the ways in which clinicians talked about and sought to overcome the difficulties they perceive.

A reflective diary, completed immediately after each interview, provided additional context. Four randomly selected interviews were coded separately by the research team and compared across the team. Consensus on emergent themes was reached through regular discussions. Illustrative quotes are presented in the findings.

Ethical permission was granted by the Nottingham Research Ethics Committee (REC Reference 13/EM/0293).

FINDINGS

While the focus of the study was ‘decision-making’ following suspicion or diagnosis of a severe congenital anomaly, heavy emphasis was placed on TOP by the clinicians. Three key themes emerged which together shape the practice of clinicians working in this area: the influence of the law governing TOP, approaches to management of challenging cases and clinicians’ understanding of their role when working with parents. These themes combine to create a strong desire on the part of clinicians for parents to engage and enact the ways in which clinicians talked about and sought to overcome the difficulties they perceive.

In order to protect themselves while working in what all society to discuss openly and reach a consensus on where the boundary of severity should lie. Instead, the responsibility was, they felt, being laid on individual clinicians who were then subjected to intense scrutiny. This left many clinicians feeling vulnerable.

“I have an ongoing degree of anxiety … that what we’re doing is legal but there’s a huge tranche of the population who would say … ‘it’s wrong what they are doing.’ And mostly [from] people who haven’t had to make these choices.” (Clinician 04)

In some cases, fear of scrutiny appeared to restrict the options clinicians felt able to make available to parents, risking time constraints being applied to the decision-making, so that TOP could be performed before 24 weeks’ gestation.

“I would … encourage people to make a choice … before 24 weeks’ gestation because I don’t think either myself professionally, personally or for them as individuals we particularly want anybody to be more carefully scrutinised as to why they’ve chosen a termination beyond [that gestation]. Nobody will look a second time if it is less than 24 weeks.” (Clinician 10)

After 24 weeks’ gestation, individual clinicians’ thresholds for offering a TOP appeared to become more stringent. When discussing the possibility of offering a TOP for ventriculomegaly, one clinician commented:

“Before 24 weeks a termination could be offered for a ventriculomegaly of 14 mm for instance, but after 24 weeks that wouldn’t necessarily fulfil the definition [of severe].” (Clinician 13)

The change in method by which data for TOPs performed beyond 24 weeks is collected, whereby clinicians are responsible for submitting additional documentation to the Department of Health, created an added sense of unease.

“There is a sense that the data are submitted into a black hole and it’s unclear who gets to see this.” (Clinician 04)

Approaches to management of challenging cases

In order to protect themselves while working in what all acknowledged to be an unclear and difficult context, clinicians talked about approaches to the management of cases they found particularly challenging. One important strategy involved overcoming these pressures and standardising practice within a centre through the use of a ‘corporate’ approach to interpreting the law. In practice, this involved regular multidisciplinary meetings and formal peer support processes. This served to remove the responsibility from an individual by placing it on a group, but also theoretically overcame some of the differences between clinicians’ practice, as it allowed for discussion.

“… I have my own spectrum, my own gradation and certainty. In … cases where it’s not obvious, we sit together…” (Clinician 01)
Clinicians emphasised the importance of their role as an information bearer, stressing the need for the information to be given impartially, in a non-directive manner:

“... the objective of antenatal counselling is to give them all the facts so they can make a decision. But we never ever try to influence them one way or the other.” (Clinician 14)

A clear distinction was made by the clinicians between the decision-making process and the decision itself, where the ‘right’ decision could be achieved by engaging actively in the decision-making process.

“There isn’t a right or wrong decision... it’s making sure you have all the information, and weigh it up so that you make the right decision for you and your family at that time.” (Clinician 11)

Their second role involved assessing the decision-making process; here clinicians sought evidence that the parents had actively engaged and had been transparent in their deliberation over the best course of action for them.

“[I have] a duty to explore how she [the mother] has reached her decision.” (Clinician 16)

Finally, the importance of their role as a supporter of the decision, whatever it might be, was universally endorsed by the clinicians interviewed.

“Because it’s a huge decision to terminate your baby and if they’ve chosen to, then it’s important that you make them feel as good as possible about their decision. And if they’ve chosen to carry on then it’s important to talk about the good side of that…” (Clinician 18)

Desire for ‘rational’ decision-making

The three themes outlined above combined to create a strong desire on the part of clinicians for parents to engage in a particular ‘rational’ form of decision-making and to be able to demonstrate the enactment of this. Theoretically, rationality has been defined as ‘a style of behaviour that is appropriate to the achievement of given goals, within the limits imposed by given conditions and constraints’.21 From the perspective of the clinicians, requirements of this ‘rational’ process involved parents actively engaging, weighing up relevant information, deliberating over the future impact of the decision, balancing risk in terms of likelihood as well as severity of predicted disability, and finally implementing the decision. While clinicians shared a well-defined understanding of their own role in the decision-making process, they also had expectations of and placed responsibilities on parents. Clinicians wanted to see parents engage in a systematic, ‘rational’ approach to the decision-making process in order to be confident in any decision made.

“... it’s important that they demonstrate a rational decision-making process [which will ultimately] result in the right decision.” (Clinician 16)
Where parents did not engage in a ‘rational’ decision-making process, clinicians expressed concern that parents risked continuing the pregnancy by default. This was typically interpreted as a passive choice, with clinicians expressing concerns over either parental willingness or ability to actively engage in the decision-making process.

“… some people… their default position is to continue with the pregnancy because to actually go through that process of thinking where might I be, what might the consequences be… they’re either not willing to do that, or they really just don’t have the skills.” (Clinician 10)

For clinicians, a ‘successful outcome’ of the decision-making process was one where they were satisfied that a rational decision-making process had been employed.

“If we reach an agreement that she’s satisfied with the information, and I am satisfied with the decision she’s made, there’s a successful relationship and a successful outcome.” (Clinician 09)

The importance of the process is clarified further into the interview.

“[The important thing] is to explore how she has reached her decision.” (Clinician 09)

As a consequence, tensions could arise when clinicians did not believe that parents had fulfilled their role. Where parents requested a TOP but clinicians were not satisfied with how they had reached this decision, clinicians talked about how they might put barriers in place to ensure that the expected processes were undertaken by parents prior to any procedure being sanctioned.

“… “…cause ultimately I don’t have to offer a termination. I have to offer them the opportunity of a second opinion elsewhere… but mostly if I say that I’m not 100% comfortable with this, at the very least I want you to listen to what someone else has to say.” (Clinician 07)

On occasions, these actions resulted in a breakdown of the parent–clinician relationship, with subsequent counselling becoming defensive.

“After they had gone for the second opinion they phoned back again and asked why the amniocentesis hadn’t been repeated. It was explained that there was no point in repeating the test. [The consultant providing the second opinion] said they are a very difficult couple and we need to be very clear in what we are saying to them.” (Clinician 09)

DISCUSSION

This paper has explored clinicians’ perspectives on the legal and policy context governing TOP and the decision-making processes following suspicion or diagnosis of a severe congenital anomaly. While the interviews were framed primarily to explore perceptions of decision-making, the data generated by the clinicians focused heavily on TOP and its implications. This became particularly pertinent after 24 weeks, the point at which a TOP is no longer permitted under Clause C and can only be undertaken under Clause E for reasons of a severe anomaly. Clinicians found the law around TOP in these circumstances difficult to interpret, and ‘woolly’. In particular, difficulties were highlighted in identifying the point at which a severe anomaly might become incompatible with a reasonable quality of life, resulting in the need for personal and professional judgements to be made. For clinicians, managing these dilemmas alongside ever-increasing public scrutiny is challenging.

The way in which the law is interpreted is open to legal challenge, and criminal charges, with the issues created by the relatively recent Jepson case, in which a legal challenge to the late abortion of a fetus with cleft lip and palate was made, still resounding in many clinicians’ ears. Although the case was finally dismissed in 2005, it has been suggested that ensuing scrutiny resulted in making an already distressing situation for expectant parents and their doctors even more difficult. While previous studies have highlighted the complexity of their role, and the difficulties encountered, the findings of this study highlight the mechanisms employed by clinicians in navigating these complexities. One predominant mechanism was the ‘corporate approach’ to clinical decision-making.

While decision-making is commonly enacted through multidisciplinary meetings, variations between individuals and units in relation to practice in this field were widely acknowledged, with parents being referred to more ‘termination-minded’ colleagues or units when consensus could not be reached between clinicians themselves or between clinician and parent. These informal ‘second opinion’ pathways appeared well embedded in practice. One of the risks associated with having a corporate perspective on TOP is that it creates variations in access to treatment. Although the option for a second opinion was theoretically available for all women, in practice the cost emotionally, financially and in terms of time may act as an important barrier to access for some parents.

Since the inception of the UK Clinical Ethics Network in 2001, there has also been a gradual increase in referral of cases to ethics committees. However, the subjective nature of the decision means that consistency of opinion is not always guaranteed between committees.

Where the offer of termination under Clause E is reliant on individual or corporate interpretation of the law, the creation of geographical variation in the offer of terminations is inevitable. Formal and informal processes such as referral to a clinical ethics committee or ‘more termination minded’ colleagues or units are designed to reduce these variations. However, the increasing referral rate of complex cases to a clinical ethics committee is perhaps more reflective of an increasingly litigious society, where the clinical ethics committee serves to protect the clinician, particularly in scenarios where a lack of consensus between parent and clinician exists. For parents seeking treatment in units further from home, significant costs
(travel and time) are incurred. In addition, a level of health literacy in order to engage with clinicians and to instigate discussions is required. These barriers are likely to have a particularly significant impact on parents-to-be from areas of high deprivation and ethnic minority groups, both in terms of the financial implications of accessing a second opinion and in relation to their ability to engage in discussions leading to referral. While lower rates of TOP among women living in more deprived areas compared with those living in less deprived areas may be a result of parental choice, possible systematic variations in access to or provision of services, and the role clinicians play as gatekeepers, the impact of such issues becomes particularly pertinent.

One solution broached has been the clarification of the law and construction of a list of conditions that meet the severity criteria for Clause E. However, this proposal has the potential to restrict the options open to parents, through failing to encapsulate the variability observed within a single diagnosis, as well as the impact of the coexistence of other anomalies, and fails to account for the difficulties in reaching a consensus for the definition of a severe condition. It is clear there is no simple solution. Social attitudes to TOP will continue to impact on clinicians’ interpretation of the law, with mechanisms to separate the two warranting exploration. Moves to decriminalise abortion, whereby the decision to terminate will be judged as a medical rather than legal matter, are currently under debate. While the likelihood of this proposal becoming law is unclear, figures from Canada, where abortion was decriminalised over 30 years ago, suggest that little will change in terms of the number of abortions performed. However, the impact of decriminalisation on social attitudes warrants further study. Clinicians perceived their over-riding role within the decision-making process to be that of facilitator. Essential characteristics of the role included those of information bearer and interpreter, assessor of the decision-making process and finally supporter of the decision.

The clinicians made a clear demarcation between the decision-making process and the decision itself, where the prerequisite of a ‘right’ decision was active engagement by parents in the decision-making process. Failure of parents to engage in this manner generated high levels of concern. This was particularly evident when parents continued the affected pregnancy, by ‘default’, where no active decision appeared to have been made. Much of the literature relating to decision-making theories focuses on rationality and the coherence of the decision-making process. This is clearly reflected in the responses required by clinicians. Where parents did not adhere to these expectations, clinicians reported high levels of stress and discomfort. In these instances, the parent–clinician relationship risked deteriorating, risking disengagement by parents from the process, and thus continuation of a pregnancy by ‘default’. While it is likely that the decision-making processes of some parents reflect the desired attributes highlighted by clinicians, others will not. A synergy between the actions of parents and expectations of clinicians is likely to facilitate the decision-making process. Conversely, conflict between actions and expectations risks the creation of barriers. While little is known about the decision-making processes of women and their partners, the impact of clinicians’ expectations is likely to intensify variations in the way the decision-making process is enacted.

We acknowledge this study has limitations. First, it is based on a relatively small sample of clinicians, although the professional groups represented are diverse. Second, the four units from where participants were recruited represent a small number of the fetal medicine units across England and Wales. The importance of the corporate context in which clinicians practise was highlighted, and may therefore limit the transferability of some of the findings to other settings, in particular smaller, non-specialist units. Despite these limitations, these data represent an important contribution to the knowledge and understanding of the context in which decision-making following diagnosis of a severe congenital anomaly is made and how clinicians understand their role within this. While this study provides a preliminary insight into the decision-making process following diagnosis of a severe congenital anomaly, from the perspective of the clinicians, in order to identify how the variations in the decision to continue or terminate an affected pregnancy across levels of deprivation arise and subsequently address the observed inequalities in neonatal and infant mortality, a better understanding of the decision-making process itself is required. While there has been a recent increase in interest in aspects of parental decision-making, either from the perspective of those who terminated an affected pregnancy or those who continued, little literature reflects the processes undertaken to get to that point.

Due to the emotive nature of TOP, public scrutiny is unlikely to reduce. Increasingly, processes have been incorporated into clinical practice to distance individual clinicians from this. However, these processes may inadvertently result in variations in the care parents receive. While for some parents, these will facilitate the decision-making process, for others they will act as barriers. This remains a complex problem with no simple solution. Clarification of the law is unlikely to be welcomed by clinicians, as the complexity and variability of the conditions encountered make listing of conditions impractical. From a legal perspective, further discussion is required around the risk of criminalisation of clinicians who perform late TOP.
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